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1+ million acres, years of effort, ~2500 pgs
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Today’s discussion
1. Overview



What we’ve been up to
Contents of the main documents

2. The Proposed Forest Plan



Major changes since 2017
Highlighted differences from the
current plan

3. The Draft Environmental
Impact Statement




Alternatives
Topics that differ between
alternatives
Analysis Spotlights

4. Communication
Resources:



What I’d read first
Resources for different
audiences

5. Next steps



Next 90 days
Until a decision

Overview
What we’ve been up to
Table of Contents of the main documents
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Since we last met…we’ve been busy 


3 primary tasks
1. Made updates to
proposed plan
language
2. Built and mapped
alternatives that
respond to the range
of public comments
3. Analyzed the
alternatives and their
effects to resources
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Plan vs. EIS

What the Plan contains


Desired Conditions, Objectives,
Standards & Guidelines



Chapter 2: Forestwide direction




Chapter 3: Geographic Areas (GA’s)




Air to Wildlife
12 wall-to-wall geographies

Chapter 4: Management Areas (MA’s)


Zoning of areas within GA’s



Chapter 5: Monitoring Program



2 Appendices

What the EIS contains


Chapter 1: Purpose and
Need, Issues



Chapter 2: Alternatives &
Summary of Effects



Chapter 3: Affected
Environment &
Environmental Consequences



9 Appendices

The Proposed
Forest Plan
Major changes since 2017
What’s different from the
current plan?
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Plan changes since 2017 (1/4)
Disclaimer:
not comprehensive!
We’ll talk more about these in detail….



Forestwide resources overarching:
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Made edits and additions to all
resource sections
Added a new theme: Partnering
with Others
Built a Public Involvement section
Added a second tier of most
objectives
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Plan changes since 2017


(2/4)

Forestwide resources - ecological:
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Added Watershed section and identified priority watersheds.
Instead of separate sections for ecozones, veg, fire, forest health, etc,
we developed an integrated Terrestrial Ecosystems section that begins
with broad landscape scale patterns, and then moves to ecozones, and then
fine scale protections providing for rare species and communities.
Added subsections on landscape patterns and connectivity,
ecozones, restoration priorities, old growth forest, timber
management practices, terrestrial wildlife habitats, and forest
health.
Added direction on the difference between maintenance and restoration
fire regimes, and language on to coordinate with the North Carolina
Natural Heritage Program around NC Natural Heritage Natural Areas.
Reworked and consolidated objectives to be ecosystem based rather
than activity based, but still retained activity based proposed and probable
management activities.
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Plan changes since 2017


Forestwide resources – social and economic:







(3/4)

Reorganized recreation into: Recreation Settings,
Developed Recreation and Dispersed Recreation,
enhancing intent around sustainable recreation and
National Trails
Enhanced Tribal and Cultural Resources sections
after multiple meetings with federally recognized Tribes
Expanded Community Connections section

Geographic areas chapter
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many additions/modifications to goals, edits to area
descriptions
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Plan changes since 2017


(4/4)

Management areas:
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Revamped Interface to more clearly encompass
concentrated recreation places and National Rec Trails
Overhauled plan direction for Interface, Matrix and
Backcountry
Added a management area where species composition
drives the purpose and need of projects – Ecological
Interest Area (in Alts C and D)
Updated management area direction for all of our
unchanging Management Areas and designated areas

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

4 unifying Plan Themes:

Connecting
People to
the Land
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Sustaining
Healthy
Ecosystems

Providing
Clean and
Abundant
Water

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Partnering
with Others

Forestwide: Table of Contents













Public Involvement
Community Connections
Air
Climate Change
Geologic Resources
Watershed
Soils
Water
Aquatic Systems
Streamside Zones
Terrestrial Ecosystems
Plant and Animal Diversity















Fire and Fuels
Lands and Special Uses
Transportation and Access
Facilities
Recreation Settings
Developed Recreation
Dispersed Recreation
Scenery
Cultural Resources
Tribal Resources
Non-timber Forest Products
Minerals and Energy
Conservation Education &
Interpretation

Terrestrial Ecozone section
Grassy Bald
Spruce-Fir
Beech Gap
Northern
Hardwood

Northern
Hardwood

High Elevation
Red Oak

Pine-Oak/
Heath

Mesic Oak
Mesic Oak

Dry-Mesic Oak

Dry-Mesic Oak

Shortleaf Pine-Oak

Floodplain Forest

Clearer direction around streamside zones

Identification of priority watersheds

Other notable changes in forestwide direction







Lands: New acquisitions can be assigned a management area
without a plan amendment
Recreation: Bicycling and equestrian use will be limited to
system trails and roads (no cross country riding)
Recreation: We will identify sites for non-commercial mineral
collection
Unique habitats: We will work with the NC Heritage program to
identify and manage for unique values
Species: Transitions from Regional Forester Sensitive Species to
Species of Conservation Concern (308)
Species surveys: Clarifies when they are needed in projects

Tiered Objectives


The public asked us
to analyze what we
could accomplish
with collective
actions
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Tier 1 – what we can
accomplish with
existing budgets and
capacity
Tier 2 – Responsive to
public input of
accomplishing more
with the help of
partners and additional
capacity

For example:

Tier1: Prioritize prescribe burns on 6,500 to
10,000 acres annually, while reducing fuel
loads and restoring fire adapted ecozones.
Tier 2: Expand the extent of prescribed fire to
approximately 20,000 acres annually…

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Spotlight: NAPs and WHAMAs (1/2)


Natural Area Priorities (collaborator dataset)
NC Natural Heritage Areas

1.



Mountain True’s existing stands of old growth forest

2.



Plan components on managing an old growth network;
Plan direction and designated network varies by alternative (more
later)

The Wilderness Society’s Mountain Treasures

3.
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Re-evaluated areas for potential inclusion as Special Interest Areas
Added an objective to coordinate with the NC Natural Heritage
Program when these areas may be in projects

Most were evaluated for potential additions to wilderness
Reviewed during MA assignments by alternative (more later)
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Spotlight: NAPs and WHAMAs (2/2)


NC Wildlife Resource Commission’s Wildlife Habitat Active
Management Areas


Added to plan objectives related to young forest, open forest, daylighting roads,
for example:



Considered in the management area allocations for alternatives
(more later)
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Geographic Areas: recognize importance of place
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Management Areas – the forest landscape

What’s the same?
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Research Natural Areas
Experimental Forests
Appalachian Trail
National Scenic
Corridor
National Scenic Byways
Wild and Scenic Rivers
Congressionally
Designated Wilderness
Congressional
Designated Wilderness
Study Areas
Roan Mountain
Cradle of Forestry in
America
Administrative sites

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

What’s different?
Current plan





Proposed plan



1B





2A
2C
3B
4A
4C
4D
5
6-18, including developed
recreation areas, balds and
riparian areas
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Interface
Matrix
Backcountry (contains most
Inventoried Roadless Areas)
Ecological Interest Area
Heritage Corridors
Trail of Tears & Unicoi Turnpike
 Overmountain Victory Trail
Designated Old Growth Network
(not an MA, but spatial)




Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Spotlight: Interface - revamped


Most concentrated recreation use,
including developed and dispersed recreation
areas, National Recreation Trails, and heavily
used roads that provide access to these areas.



Recreation settings and opportunities
emphasize visitor comfort, convenience,
and resource protection.



National Recreation Trails provide
outstanding recreational experiences
consistent with the unique values recognized
for each trail.



Management activities conducted to support
healthy ecosystems and wildlife habitats, with
an emphasis on education through signage.



Some (few) differences by alternative.
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Spotlight: Ecological Interest Areas
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Concentrations of biodiversity, may include high
quality natural communities or existing old growth
Benefit from a management style focused on
maintaining or enhancing species and communities
Top priorities would be to focus on species
composition by treating stands with
uncharacteristic vegetation.
Same desired conditions as Special Interest Areas,
but different standards and management tools.
Timber harvest is allowed only when it does not
result in departure from the desired composition.
Even-aged and two-aged regeneration harvests
shall only be used to restore species composition.

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Chapter 5: Monitoring & adaptive management


3 questions the monitoring program answers
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Implementation: Are we meeting our management
targets & project guidelines?
Effectiveness: Are we achieving our forest plan
management goals and desired outcomes?
Validation: Does our hypothesis testing indicate we
may need to change the forest plan?

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Plan Appendices
Appendix A: Consolidated Objectives
*If you only read 15 pages of the
plan, read Plan Appendix A
and your local geographic area
direction.*
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Draft
Environmental
Impact Statement
Alternatives, Differences
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EIS Table of Contents


Chapter 1: Purpose and
Need, Issues



Chapter 2: Alternatives &
Summary of Effects



Chapter 3: Affected
Environment &
Environmental Consequences



9 Appendices

Alternatives – Key concepts


4 alternatives considered in detail
(1 no-action + 3 action)



Not named -> intentional!



There is not a preferred alternative



Collaborators asked us to build
alternatives that reduce
polarization and to provide a win
for all interests in each alternative
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For example, the alternative with the
most recommended wilderness also
has the most land in timber
management.

Between alternatives
What is different?
 Locations of management
areas: size, configuration






(note: this includes how much
and where is recommended
for Wilderness)

Management of the
designated old growth
network
Management of new system
trails
35

What is the same?
 All other plan direction
 Objectives and intensity of
activity




(two-tiers of objectives in
each action alt)

Expected outputs in terms
of timber volume, jobs,
economic contributions

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Management Areas (MA’s) that differ by Alt








Matrix
Backcountry
Ecological Interest Areas
Recommended Wilderness
Interface (minor changes)
Other MA’s don’t meaningfully differ between action Alts
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Same what, different where

(continued)

Alternatives differ primarily on where activities will be accomplished:
Land Allocation

Current Plan

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Recommended Wilderness

15,226 acres

126,333 acres

11,193 acres

74,173 acres

Designated old growth network

211,118 acres

202,524 acres

255,968 acres

226,015 acres

Est. acres of land operable for
timber mgt. (commercially viable
currently)

98,000-216,000

113,000-265,000

111,000-235,000

113,000-260,000

Ecological Interest Area where
compositional restoration

N/A

0

79,550 acres

26,000 acres

Percent of the forest in
management areas where road
access is prioritized

51%

60%

48%

59%

Percent of the forest in
management areas where road
building is not allowed

11%

23%

14%

19%
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Spotlight: Designated old growth network
1. How much is part of the designated
network?

2. What adjustments are allowed at the project level?
Alt A

Alt B

Alt C

Alt D

Identifies when
additions are
needed by
watershed and
compartment

Most flexible to adjust
network, add more or
move patches

Network set at the
plan level; no project
level adjustments

Can add project
additions if that type
is underrepresented

Spotlight: New trail construction
REC-S-14: New trail construction or adoption of
unauthorized routes as NFS trails, shall only be allowed if
all of the following conditions are met:
Alt B:
Trail layout incorporates design
principles, minimizes impacts and
doesn’t increase user conflict.
Analysis finds the trail is sustainable.
New trail is approved by the Forest
Supervisor

Alt D
Same as B plus
Alt miles
C
There are available
in the Trail
as B plus
Bank, once Same
established.
Need afor
trail has been
Within
Geographic
Areaidentified
through
led of
collaborative
planning
a.
At leastFS50%
existing nonmotorized NFS trails meet National
OffsetStandards;
by comparable
length of
Quality
or
decommissioning in the GA
b. Trails of the proposed use-type
(Results in no net gain)
are underrepresented.

Spotlight: Timber Analysis


NFMA/Planning Rule required timber calculations



Suitability of Lands for Timber Production
 Sustained Yield Limit
 Project Wood Sale and Projected Timber Sale Quantity
All of these evaluation methods have changed since the
current plan, so for apples-to-apples, we had to translate
all Alt A (current plan) calculations into 2012 rule
techniques
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Operability as a more realistic estimate of timber
opportunity
The challenge of not identifying a preferred alternative
means all calcs are shown in Plan App B!
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Spotlight: Species analysis


Evaluated 1,046 species




23 T&E
308 species of Conservation
Concern
721 others based on the
request of other govts
academics & species experts



Organized into 56 species
groups




Based on habitat (ecozone
/aquatic feature/unique
habitat)
Habitat need (ex: snags,
coarse woody, interior),
limiting factor or threat

Tiers had the effect of doubling our analysis workload…
each species group was evaluated 14 times
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Spotlight: Wilderness Recommendations


Appendix E: Wilderness Evaluation: inventory (2012-2014) and
evaluation (2015-2017), new is to decide which areas advance into
alternatives based on evaluation and public input & discusses polygon specific
decisions and boundaries



DEIS Chapter 3 looks at the aggregation of these areas as packaged by
alternative and evaluates the collective effects of designation

FS recognizes the differences of public opinion on recommended wilderness and
tried to vary this issue in a way that was depolarizing
alt with acres with most land in active management
=
alt with more acres recommended for wilderness

This was a head scratching innovation anytime we discussed it!
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Spotlight: NAPs and WHAMAs in spatial alt development




Sharing a general process, but also considered local district
knowledge about values present in each location
Met with each district about the full suite of alternatives and
applied a consistent approach
Took weeks to talk through these areas and map them
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Spotlight: NAPs and WHAMAs in spatial alt development


Alternative B: mapped to be
responsive to those who desire more
flexibility for managing vegetation
patterns, wildlife habitats, recreation,
and access.


Wildlife Habitat Active
Management Areas and places with
active management restoration needs
were generally allocated to Matrix



Included the most area as
recommended wilderness, including
areas that have a moderate degree of
wilderness characteristics and which
have strong support from wilderness
advocacy groups (many of which are
Mountain Treasures)
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Spotlight: NAPs and WHAMAs in spatial alt development


Alternative B: mapped to be
responsive to those who desire more
flexibility for managing vegetation
patterns, wildlife habitats, recreation,
and access.
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Wildlife Habitat Active
Management Areas and places with
active management restoration needs
were generally allocated to Matrix
Included the most area as
recommended wilderness, including
areas that have a moderate degree of
wilderness characteristics and which
have strong support from wilderness
advocacy groups (many of which are
Mountain Treasures)



Alternative C: mapped to be
responsive to those who desire more
certainty defined in the forest plan and
less project level flexibility for
managing vegetation patterns, wildlife
habitats, recreation and access.


Mountain Treasures were generally
allocated to Backcountry, or Ecological
Interest Areas where timber management
could continue, but with restrictions



Designated Old Growth Network included
Mountain True existing Old Growth, but
then the old growth network is set at the
plan level



Recommendations for wilderness were
limited to WSAs with a high degree of
wilderness characteristics and public support
for retaining primitive rec opportunities

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Spotlight: NAPs and WHAMAs in spatial alt development


 Alternative C: mapped to be
Alternative B: mapped to be
responsive to those who desire more
responsive to those who desire more
certainty defined in the forest plan and
flexibility for managing vegetation
Alternative
D recreation,
took an intermediate
to theflexibility
spatial for
lessapproach
project level
patterns, wildlife
habitats,
desired management
vegetation patterns, wildlife
and access. mapping. Locations with different managing
went to:
habitats, recreation and access.
 Wildlife Habitat Active

•

Interface or Matrix if needed for active management that requires

Management Areas
and places with
 TWS’ Mountain Treasures were generally
repeated scheduled entry (WHAMAs considered)
allocated to Backcountry, or Ecological
active management
restoration
needs
• Ecological
Interest
Area if existing high quality OG, or high ranking
Interest Areas where timber management can
were generally allocated
Matrix State Natural heritage
(but nottoexceptional)
areas [exceptionals



continue, but with restrictions

Included the most went
area to
as SIA] (NAPs considered)
 by
Designated
Old Growth
Network included
Backcountry
if previously identified
as Backcounty
by
recommended •wilderness,
including
existing
NCWRC and has enough other MAsMountain
adjacent toTrue
provide
a coreOld Growth, but
areas that have a moderate
degree
of
thenwith
the old
growthneed
network
area that is semiprimitive nonmotorized
no driving
for is set at the
wilderness characteristics
and
which
level road construction
active timber management that wouldplan
require
have strong support
wilderness
in from
the next
10 years
 Recommendations for wilderness was limited
advocacy groups
of which
• (many
Recommended
for are
wilderness if theyto
had
a high
degree
of degree of wilderness
WSAs
with
a high
wilderness characteristics
Mountain Treasures)
characteristics and public support for
retaining primitive rec opportunities
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EIS Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Response to Comments Received
at Draft (to be included in final)
Description of the Analysis Process
Ecological Sustainability Analysis
Vegetation Management Methods
Wilderness Evaluation Process
Wild and Scenic River Evaluation
Process
Coordination with Other Public
Planning Efforts
Public and Government
Involvement
Maps

We’re human


Yep, there are some typos… and they
don’t discriminate by resource area:








Timber: Objective for annual harvest
acres
Tier 2: 1600 to 3800 acres
Wildlife & Plants: We have 23 T&E
Species
Wilderness: 1964, 1975 and 1984
Wilderness Acts all established
wilderness areas
Old Growth: ECO-S-28 is the old growth
one that varies by alternative
Recreation: Pisgah Ledge contains 2
horse camps

Others scattered throughout, with some you’ve
pointed out to us…we’ll fix for final
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Communication Resources
What I’d Read First
Communication Tools
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What I’d read first


Readers Guide



Proposed Plan: Appendix A,
consolidated objectives

For those who are technical, like you



(1/2)

EIS: Chapter 2: Description of the alternatives & how
they were developed
EIS Chapter 2 comparison tables
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For those who are technical, like you


Plan:





EIS






Forestwide Resource sections
Management Area descriptions and subheadings by
resource topic
Executive Summary (after reading Chapter 2)
Chapter 3 Resource Analysis
Appendices

Recordings of deep dive powerpoints, and Q&A
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(2/2)

For those new to FPR


2-min Video introduction



Objectives Handout



Storymap (works best in Chrome)
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Additional Communication Resources


For those who care
about a particular
resource




Plan: Forestwide
resources
EIS: Chapter 3: Analysis of
Effects
Plan/EIS Appendices



For those who love a
place



Geographic Area
Chapter
Interactive Maps
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Geographic Areas
Comparing alternatives
Individual alternatives

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Next Steps
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90 day comment period activities


Meeting with other governments
(Tribal, federal, state, local)



Public Open Houses



Deep dives powerpoints



Media inquiries



Q&A posted on our website

Steps to a final signed plan
Release
drafts
Feb 14,
2020

Release final
documents
Winter 2021

60

90-day
comment
period

Summer:&
Fall : Respond
to comments
and update
documents

5 month
objection
period

Decision
and new
forest plan
by end of
FY2021

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests

Collaborators: We appreciate you!
And we hope you can see your thoughts reflected.

Questions?

